Spectrum Industries Boosts Esports Solutions Lineup with the Game-Changing Alliance24 Laptop Gaming Cart

March 2, 2022

Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin – Spectrum Industries, a leading esports furniture and charging cart manufacturer, has announced the release of their game-changing Alliance24 Laptop Gaming Cart.

Created as a mobile esports home base for 24 athletes, the charging cart can store, charge and transport up to 24 headsets, mice and the largest gaming laptops on the market.

Locking doors on both sides of the cart provide the security needed to help keep investments safe and protected from damage. The four 5” casters provide smooth, quiet motion and the integrated handles make it easy to maneuver from space to space. Ventilation in the doors and side panels keep devices and chargers cool to help prevent overheating.

“Although many esports programs have dedicated arenas, many other schools lack the physical space to build and house their esports program. The Alliance24 Laptop Gaming Cart helps solve the space crunch by allowing a coach or instructor to set up an esports zone where space permits. Everything needed for competition can be securely stored within the cart,” said Ben Rassier, Spectrum’s Business Development Manager.

Rassier added, “Traditional laptop storage options typically can’t handle the large gaming laptops and don’t allow for the device’s power adapter to be easily removed from the cart. This can be a real issue as gaming laptops can drain battery power extremely fast.”

The unique cable capture system offers a simple way to remove charging cords to sustain hours of gameplay and keep cords orderly while being charged in the cart. The horizontal, 12-outlet power units (1 per side) can be turned on and shut off quickly with the external main power switch. The Alliance24 Laptop Gaming Cart ships fully assembled to provide quick integration and deployment. With four color options and esports branding, this cart can support your mobile esports team wherever the game takes you.

Additional information on Spectrum’s new esports cart can be found at: https://www.spectrumfurniture.com/en/esports/alliance24-laptop-gaming-cart

About Spectrum Industries Inc.: Founded in 1968, Spectrum Industries is a premier technology furniture and OEM manufacturer located in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. Its 400,000 square foot production facilities have been the birthplace for innovative high-quality products which can be found in thousands of education, government, healthcare, and corporate settings. Spectrum Industries, QUALITY SOLUTIONS by design. Additional information on Spectrum Industries can be found at: https://www.spectrumfurniture.com/en/
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